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Author’s Note
The inspiration for this play was drawn from the ‘Shutdown London’ protest by
Extinction Rebellion in April 2019. Climate change is undoubtedly the key
political and social issue of our time, but how to address it and what to do about
it, is not always clear. What is the most eco-friendly way to source one’s food or
the clothing one wears? And what is right or acceptable, to do in order to try to
change things for the better?
I wanted to create a play which would offer an argument for immediate action,
but also one which would present a counter-argument, as the issue is complex
and there is no simple answer. Recent events (the outbreak of Covid 19) have
proved that it is possible to make huge reductions in greenhouse gasses, literally
overnight, but the implications of this temporary breather for the climate will
have a serious impact on people’s lives and on national economies.
I decided to use Sophocles’drama Antigone, as the base structure for my play as
I have always loved the story of the central relationship between the heroine and
her uncle Creon. There is a sense in the original drama of two people who both
feel that they have right on their side, and are unable to shift their positions no
matter what the outcome. I have set my version in an imaginary third-world
country, and used the idea of a large multi-national Western corporation which is
based there to extract oil as the stimulus for the story. Essentially the play asks
whether we, the audience, feel that the ‘end justifies the means’ and that it is
necessary to force change through direct action. There is also a deliberate divide
in the latter part of the play between Creon’s voice as a representation of the
older generation, and Tiggy’s as the voice of youth.
I hope that you enjoy my modern re-interpretation of this Greek classic and that
it may spur classroom discussion of the themes and arguments which are
contained within it.
Sean Aita
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by Sean Aita

Characters in the play:

Prologue
TIGGY: The clock is ticking. I can hear it counting down the hours, the minutes
and the seconds. The sound is the cracking3 of ice. It’s the wind blowing
across a desert. It’s the sound of a river drying up. It’s the sound of death. I
know it could still be stopped. All it would take is a word, an action...

Creon Nanrod - middle-aged CEO1 of Transnational Oil and Gas
Antigone Nanrod (Tiggy/Tig) - Teenage niece to Creon Nanrod
Theo Morrow - Teenage student activist / Soldier

Scene 1
Outside the Nanrod Transnational Oil and Gas company building.
A TV journalist and camera operator are waiting outside the offices of the
Nanrod Transnational Oil and Gas company (NTOG). Creon Nanrod, the
company’s Chief Executive Officer, enters. He is followed by his niece Tiggy,
who stands waiting in the background.

Journalist/Liana Dunmo - Female climate change activist

JOURNALIST: Mr Nanrod – Nancy Porter, Trusavian Broadcast News. Could
you spare a moment to say a few words?
NANROD: With pleasure! Good morning, Nancy.
JOURNALIST: Good morning. How did the shareholders4 meeting go this
morning?
NANROD: Our shareholders are very positive about the future of Nanrod
Transnational. They recognise the importance of the Trusavian oil fields to
the economy of this nation.
JOURNALIST: I’m sure you were aware of the climate change protesters outside
the company’s offices this morning, before they were moved on by the
police. Any comments you’d like to make?
NANROD: I sympathise with their position, Nancy, and I’m sure they’re sincere5
in their beliefs, but I have to say this – I honestly believe they’re targeting6
the wrong company.
JOURNALIST: Surely as the country’s largest oil and gas supplier…
NANROD: Look Nancy, Nanrod Transnational is a socially and environmentally

Setting: The Republic of Trusavia (a fictional country)
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aware company, doing its level best7 to operate ethically and responsibly, and
to improve the lives of ordinary Trusavian people. I think we demonstrated
that this morning.
JOURNALIST: You’re referring to the launch of your new community
programme?
NANROD: “Leaf and Branch” – yes, I am.
JOURNALIST: Can you tell our viewers something about it?
NANROD: I think you should speak to the person who had the vision and
determination8 to make it a reality, and to tell our shareholders about it at the
meeting today – my niece Antigone. Tiggy?
TIGGY: Yuh?
NANROD: Come over here!
TIGGY: Oh, ok. (To Journalist) – Hi!
JOURNALIST: Good morning. So, Ms Nanrod, can you let us know, in just a
few words, what “Leaf and Branch” is all about?
TIGGY: Um, well – it’s not easy to sum up, but I guess you could describe it as a
way for my family’s company to help Trusavian families and communities to
start projects that are sustainable9, and eco-friendly.
JOURNALIST: Don’t you think people might find that slightly ironic, given the
nature of your family’s business?
TIGGY: I…uh…
NANROD: Nancy, you can be cynical if you want to, but you know as well as I
do, that there are currently no viable10 alternatives to oil and gas, and that this
country is in desperate need of positive development.
TIGGY: My uncle’s right! One of the first projects funded by “Leaf and Branch”
will be to provide irrigation11 pumps to farmers in the Upper Zandor region.
NANROD: Helping to increase crop yields12 and reducing the need for foreign
imports.
TIGGY: We just want to get clean water and enough food for people to eat.
That’s the most important thing in Trusavia right now.
JOURNALIST: I’m sure our viewers can agree with that. The project sounds
great – good luck with it all. Thank you both for your time, and now it’s back
to the studio. (The Journalist and Cameraman pack up.) Thanks, Mr Nanrod.
NANROD: Creon – will we see you at the opera ball on Friday night?
JOURNALIST: I couldn’t get a ticket.
NANROD: Call my secretary. She’ll fix you up.
JOURNALIST: Wow, thanks!

NANROD: My pleasure! (To Tiggy) Ready for some lunch, Tig? There’s a new
bistro along the coast road I’ve wanted to try for ages.
TIGGY: I’d love to, but I have to get to Uni. I’m already late for a seminar.
NANROD: It beats me why you decided to go to Trusavia University, rather than
Imperial or Redbourne College.
TIGGY: Because they’re both too stuck up13 and boring!
NANROD: Ouch! You know I went to Imperial right?
TIGGY: Which proves my point! Besides, TU is closer to home.
NANROD: Every time I visit that campus, I get the impression that half of the
lecturers are Marxists and half of the students are “tree huggers”14!
TIGGY: Fortunately for you, I’m one of the other half!
They both laugh.
NANROD: Do you ever get hassled15 at university because of who you are, Tig?
TIGGY: Not really. Anyway, I can stand up for myself, thanks.
NANROD: I’m sure you can.
TIGGY: And Theo puts in a good word for me, if the going gets tough16.
NANROD: Theo?
TIGGY: Uh huh…
NANROD: Not the Theo you went to primary school with? The skinny17 one?
TIGGY: Theo Morrow, yup. He’s filled out since then.
NANROD: I had no idea you still saw each other. Didn’t he have a crush on18
you?
TIGGY: No way! Probably the other way round.
NANROD: Really? He always seemed to be mooning about19 like a lost puppy.
And he’s at university with you now?
TIGGY: Yep!
NANROD: Good for him. Same course? Whatever it’s called…
TIGGY: Natural Resources Management.
NANROD: Why can I never remember that?
TIGGY: Alzheimer’s?
NANROD: I’ve forgotten! And is this Theo…?
TIGGY: Cliché alert20. We’re just good friends. (She looks at her phone.)
Whoops! Got to go!
NANROD: Bye darling. Hey – I’m very proud of you, you know that don’t you?
TIGGY: Don’t get all sloppy21 on me! (They hug.)
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Scene 2
Seminar Room in Trusavia University. (Same day.)
A young man (Theo Morrow) and a young woman (Liana Dunmo) are talking
together. Tiggy enters.
THEO: Good afternoon! Sleep late?
TIGGY: Oh God, did I miss it?
LIANA: If you mean me, I’m afraid you did!
THEO: Tiggy, this is my friend Liana Dunmo from the Global Warming
Alliance, who just gave a really brilliant talk, followed by a Q and A session
that finished – what – about fifteen minutes ago?
TIGGY: I’m so sorry.
LIANA: Don’t sweat it22. I’m sure it wasn’t that brilliant.
THEO: Except it was! (To Tiggy) Lucky for you, I recorded it on my phone.
TIGGY: Theo Morrow, you rock23!
THEO: Tiggy Nanrod, you’re so right!
LIANA: Nanrod? – Tiggy Nanrod. You’re Antigone Nanrod?
TIGGY: Tiggy. Yep, afraid so.
LIANA: So you should be!
TIGGY: Should be what?
LIANA: Afraid so. You should be ashamed.
THEO: Liana please, Tiggy’s my friend.
TIGGY: It’s OK, Theo, let her speak.
LIANA: Your friend? How is that even possible?
TIGGY: We’ve known each other since we were born. Our mothers met in the
maternity hospital.
THEO: Tiggy grew up in our neighbourhood. We went to school together before
the…
TIGGY: Theo!
THEO: Sorry!
TIGGY: So, what exactly is it, I should be ashamed of?
LIANA: Greenwashing.
TIGGY: I beg your pardon?
LIANA: Greenwashing24. That’s what your “Leaf and Branch” programme is. A
way for your uncle to present your family’s pollution-spewing, earthdestroying, blood-soaked25 company.
TIGGY: Hmm, catchy26. Pollution-spewing, earth-destroying and blood-soaked –

I think I’ll suggest that to my uncle as our new tagline27.
Theo laughs.
LIANA: (To Theo) It’s not funny.
THEO: Sorry.
TIGGY: It certainly isn’t funny to throw insults at someone you don’t even
know, just because you don’t approve of their family.
LIANA: Do you deny that Nanrod Transnational’s business model threatens28 the
whole world?
TIGGY: In principle, no.
LIANA: You don’t?
TIGGY: If you’re trying to ask me, if I believe in climate change, then the
answer is yes.
LIANA: Then why in God’s name, are you a part of this? Why are you letting
your uncle use you as PR for Nanrod Transnational? Presenting a lovely
community-focused youthful face to a company that’s a major contributor to
global warming?
TIGGY: I’m not! I’m just doing what you are, trying my hardest to make the
world a better place.
LIANA: Please!
TIGGY: OK. Let me ask you something. How likely do you think it is, that
people would be willing to do without power? Do you think they’d accept
having to live without light, without heating, or the ability to cook food?
LIANA: That’s a completely pointless29 question.
TIGGY: Why?
LIANA: I know where you are going with this…
TIGGY: Isn’t it?
THEO: There are plenty of renewable sources of energy, Tiggy.
LIANA: Doing without fossil fuels, doesn’t mean doing without power.
TIGGY: So what are they then, these renewables?
LIANA: Don’t answer that.
THEO: Why not?
LIANA: Because she knows the answer as well as you do.
TIGGY: Humour me30?
LIANA: I’m not in the mood.
TIGGY: PMS31?
LIANA: Funny.
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TIGGY: OK. (Ticking them off 32 on her fingers) Wind power, water power, solar
power. Did I miss anything?
THEO: So why can’t we use them instead?
TIGGY: You can. Apart from one thing.
LIANA: Which is?
TIGGY: Intermittency33.
THEO: Intermittency?
TIGGY: Does the wind blow every day? Do rivers never dry up in droughts? Is it
sunny all the time, even at night? Because if the answer to those three
questions is “no”, then you have a problem. You can’t guarantee to generate
power all the time, and if you can’t do that, then you can’t provide what
people need to survive.
LIANA: (Patronisingly34) Obviously, you’d have to store spare energy, and then
use it later.
TIGGY: Yeah, you could do that, though it’s tricky to store wind. Except if you
eat too many pulses35 like Theo.
THEO: Ha ha! Very funny.
TIGGY: (To Theo) So, obviously you’d have to store the spare energy as….
THEO: Electricity in batteries?
TIGGY: Electricity in batteries! Problem solved. Though there is just one teensy,
weensy36 issue37 with batteries. Turns out they’re incredibly bad for the
environment because they’re full of toxic chemicals and metals. Plus you
have to mine the metals in the first place, and when the batteries are
eventually dumped38 they leak greenhouse gasses making things worse.
LIANA: They still have to be better than using oil and gas.
TIGGY: Maybe, one day, but not until someone invents a better battery. My
uncle told me that most batteries for electric cars are made in countries that
rely on power from coal. Building the battery for an electric car in a factory
in Thailand or China uses about 70% more CO2 than a conventional car built
in Germany or France.
LIANA: Your uncle told you? Big deal. It’s in his personal best interest that
nobody ever invents a better battery, or buys an electric car, or uses
renewable energy because if they ever do, then he’ll be out of a job.
TIGGY: There you go – more assumptions about people you’ve never met.
LIANA: So enlighten me39.

TIGGY: My uncle’s just as concerned about the state of the world as you are.
LIANA: You’re kidding me40, right? (To Theo) Your friend is clearly
delusional41.
THEO: Hear her out, Liana.
LIANA: Why are you standing up for her?
THEO: Because there are two sides to every argument.
TIGGY: Thanks, Theo.
LIANA: No. There’s a right side and a wrong side. It’s that simple.
THEO: I didn’t say it wasn’t. I just said there are two sides.
TIGGY: Oh!
LIANA: Ok. Go on then, tell me why your uncle’s such a great guy.
TIGGY: You don’t have to be a bleeding-heart42 liberal to want to reduce carbon
emissions, or find alternative energy sources. I’ve had loads of conversations
with Uncle Creon about climate change. He’s not stupid! He knows as well as
you do, that fossil fuels won’t last forever, so it’s in the company’s best
interest to diversify43.
LIANA: There! Now we come to it – money. It’s just about self-interest.
TIGGY: What, you’re going to pretend to me, that what you’re doing is pure
altruism44? You’re not remotely45 motivated by the fact that you’re scared
about what might happen to you and your family?
LIANA: No, of course not, but…
TIGGY: Then can we at least agree, that all of us are motivated by self-interest?
THEO: That’s pretty cynical.
TIGGY: It’s realistic.
LIANA: Except that I’m concerned about other people, not just the profits my
company makes.
TIGGY: Explain to me, how workers get paid if a company doesn’t make a
profit?
LIANA: Explain to me, why it’s ok for a foreign company to exploit our
resources to get rich?
TIGGY: That’s a completely different argument. Happy to discuss it some other
time, but what makes you think my uncle isn’t concerned about other people?
You’ve never met him, you’ve never spoken to him, you have no idea what
he thinks, or what he’s like, but you’re perfectly happy to dismiss46 him as a
cold, unfeeling, corporate automaton47.
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LIANA: Fine. Introduce me.
TIGGY: What?
LIANA: Introduce me. Let me speak to him in person.
TIGGY: Uh. I…
LIANA: Is there a problem with letting me meet him? Will I find out that he
really is just a cold, unfeeling corporate automaton?
THEO: She got you there, Tiggy.
TIGGY: There’s no problem with meeting him, if you want to. Though he’s an
incredibly busy man.
LIANA: I can imagine. Good. That’s settled48 then.
TIGGY: On one condition. Just try to come with an open mind, yeah?
LIANA: I will if he will. Deal?
TIGGY: (Reluctantly49) I’ll talk to him tonight and set up a meeting.
LIANA: I’ll look forward to it. It’s late, I have to get going. Theo, I’ll see you
soon, ok? (Theo and Liana embrace50. She turns to Tiggy.) You can get my
number from Theo. I’ll wait to hear from you. It’s been, uh, interesting. Bye.
TIGGY: Bye. (Liana exits.) Phew! Nice friend you’ve got there Theo.
THEO: She’s a good person.
TIGGY: She’s a total hard-ass51.
THEO: (Chuckling52) She’s intense. I’ll give you that.
TIGGY: How do you know her?
THEO: I joined GWA a few months ago. I told you this.
TIGGY: Did you? GWA?
THEO: The Global Warming Alliance. Guess you weren’t actually listening – as
usual.
TIGGY: Sorry. Are they the same group that stopped the traffic near the Central
Plaza the other week?
THEO: Yeah.
TIGGY: And you were there?
THEO: I was.
TIGGY: You were lucky you didn’t get arrested. Didn’t it get a bit out of hand?
THEO: If you mean, did the police try to beat the hell out of us, and fire tear gas?
Then yes.
TIGGY: Weren’t some of the protesters throwing rocks?
THEO: Not at first. It was completely peaceful. Then the police decided to do a
baton charge53.
TIGGY: Do you really think that sort of stuff has a real impact? Blocking roads?
48
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THEO: On the traffic? It sure did.
TIGGY: On people’s attitudes54?
THEO: You have to stand up sometimes and be counted.
TIGGY: You agree with Liana then? Do you think I’m standing on the wrong
side?
THEO: Your heart’s in the right place, Tig.
TIGGY: And my feet?
THEO: (After a pause...) Are across the street, on the opposite side, yeah.
TIGGY: Fair enough.
THEO: Sorry.
TIGGY: It’s ok, I get it.
THEO: The funny thing is, that I think, that you might cross over at some point.
You just need to see the light!
TIGGY: Don’t hold your breath. You know how good my uncle has been to me,
right?
THEO: Of course I do.
TIGGY: Taking me in when my parents died in that car crash, bringing me up as
his own?
THEO: Sure.
TIGGY: Well then.
THEO: Have I ever mentioned my Grandfather? My mother’s father? Poppa Joe.
TIGGY: Isn’t he a fisherman?
THEO: That’s right. He lives in the Delta, not far from the Nanrod pipeline.
Year on year the water levels in the Delta have been falling, because of
climate change. It’s getting harder and harder for them to get their boats to
the fishing grounds. I need to stand up for him. Nobody else is going to.
TIGGY: Of course you do. I respect that.
THEO: It’s about the next generations. How are they going to survive, if we
destroy the earth? You wouldn’t want to bring a child into a world that’s
burning up, a world where there are floods, droughts, famine, and starvation
would you?
TIGGY: Theo, floods, droughts, famine55 and starvation are happening right now.
They’ve been happening for centuries, climate-change or no climate-change.
That’s why I’m focusing on what I can actually do. And right now, what I can
do, is get “Leaf and Branch” off the ground. That’s enough for me.
THEO: (Nods) You want me to email you a link to my recording of Liana’s
lecture?
TIGGY: (Shrugs56) Sure, why not?
THEO: I think you might find it interesting.
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TIGGY: Maybe. (Sarcastically) I can hardly wait to meet her again! Just make
sure you come with her. I need to see a friendly face while she’s busy giving
my uncle a sore ear!
Theo smiles. They give one another a hug and then exit.
Scene 3
The Nanrod Transnational Oil and Gas company building. (A week later.)
Tiggy and her uncle are together.
CREON: You know, I can probably only spare half an hour or so for this, don’t
you, Tig?
TIGGY: They should be here by now. I wonder what’s keeping57 them? I just
want Liana Dunmo to see, that you’re not some James Bond villain58 lurking59
in a hollowed out volcano, and plotting the destruction of the world.
CREON: (Imitating Dr Evil from the Austin Powers movies) Mwahhha!
TIGGY: (Laughing) Cut it out!
CREON: You know that meeting me in person isn’t going to change her mind
about me or Nanrod, don’t you?
TIGGY: I’m not completely dim60. I just want you to tell her what you’ve told
me. You know, about looking for solutions to the problems we’re all facing
from climate change. Whether she wants to listen or not, is up to her.
CREON: Do I sense she got under your skin61 a bit the other day?
TIGGY: Damn right. She’s so freaking sanctimonious62 it makes me want to
throw up63 .
CREON: So you don’t mind, if I tell her some home truths and maybe put her
straight64 on a couple of points?
TIGGY: I’m counting65 on it.
CREON: That’s my girl. (Creon’s phone rings. He answers it.) Thank you. Send
them right in.
Theo and Liana enter.
THEO: Hi Tiggy, Mr Nanrod.
CREON: Theo, nice to see you again.
THEO: Sorry, we’re a bit late.

LIANA: Your goons66 in the foyer took forever to put us through the security
checks.
CREON: I’m sorry but I’m afraid we get rather a lot of threats against our
building and personnel, Miss….
LIANA: Ms. Dunmo.
CREON: Ms Dunmo. Can I offer you something to drink? Tea, coffee, soft
drinks?
He offers his hand to shake and Liana ignores it, folding her arms instead.
LIANA: Not for me thank you.
CREON: Theo?
THEO: I’m fine thanks.
He crosses to Tiggy.
TIGGY: (Whispering to Theo) Want to take bets on who wins the argument?
THEO: Ten bucks?
TIGGY: Done!
CREON: (To Liana) Welcome to my evil lair67.
LIANA: I’m sorry?
CREON: Apologies, my sense of humour gets the better of me sometimes. I
assume, this is the first time you’ve visited the Nanrod building?
LIANA: No, I’ve been here hundreds of times.
CREON: Really?
LIANA: Yes, I usually land on the roof with my hot air balloon. Apologies,
sometimes my sense of humour gets the better of me too!
THEO: (Whispering to Tiggy) One nil to Liana.
Tiggy slaps his arm.
CREON: Touché68. I can see I’m going to enjoy sparring69 with you.
LIANA: Not if I knock you out of the ring!
CREON: I’ll try to ensure that the bout70 is evenly matched.
LIANA: It’s never evenly matched. You have the money to control government
policy, to bribe71 the military and corrupt our society. You exploit our
resources, poison our planet, and you can get away with it because you’re
rich and we’re poor. We have nothing – literally nothing.
CREON: Except the willpower and the persuasive energy of youth; and the
unshakable conviction72 that you’re in the right.
LIANA: We are in the right. The science proves it. Global warming is a fact, and
you, and companies like yours, are making it much worse.
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CREON: I’m not disputing73 the science. I think Tiggy tried to explain to you,
that I’m by no means wedded to74 the idea of fossil fuels per se75. I’m running
a company that I expect to be able to pass on to the next generation and the
generation after that one, and so on down the line. Nanrod will be providing
energy to the world long after I’m dead and buried. This is a family firm.
We’re in it for the long haul76.
LIANA: That’s just it. Unless we make radical changes right now, not tomorrow
or the day after, or the day after that, there won’t be another generation to
pass your company on to.
CREON: So how do you plan to address77 the issue? And I agree with you that
it’s the most serious problem mankind has faced to date. For my part, I’m
investing in the development of new processes and technologies that will
continue to provide the energy we all need, but with fewer, and ideally zero,
carbon emissions. And what are you doing? Holding up the traffic,
distributing leaflets, fighting with the police?
THEO: They fought with us. We didn’t want violence.
CREON: No, but it always seems to happen, doesn’t it?
LIANA: Because people like you need to keep people like us down.
CREON: So you plan to win hearts and minds, and change behaviours by making
life impossible for ordinary people?
LIANA: No, by making life impossible for big-business. If we hit you in your
pocket78, then you’ll start to sit up and take notice. You might move a bit
faster at finding those solutions you claim are so difficult to achieve. You
might just stop dragging your feet79.
CREON: But I have much deeper pockets80 than the ordinary Trusavian. It’s
going to take a lot longer to harm me, than it is to harm them.
LIANA: Interesting that you’re so concerned about ordinary Trusavians, given
that you’re one of our colonial overlords81.
CREON: I was born here too, Ms Dunmo.
TIGGY: So was I.
LIANA: Then you should both understand us better. We always choose to fight
for what we believe in, even if it’s a lost cause. Trusavians are stubborn82 by
nature. We don’t give up, and we don’t back down. When we see an enemy
we strike.

THEO: Amen.
TIGGY: Theo!
Theo shrugs.
CREON: Is every business that contributes to global warming your enemy?
LIANA: If they’re not willing to change, then yes.
CREON: How do you communicate with your fellow activists?
LIANA: What?
CREON: It’s a simple question. How do you communicate with your fellow
activists?
LIANA: We use “Whatchat”.
CREON: An encrypted83 messaging service on the internet?
LIANA: Yeah!
CREON: Ever heard of Loudon County Virginia?
LIANA: Loudon County?
CREON: It’s where you’ll find the data servers for about 3,000 tech companies.
They suck up84 vast amounts of electricity, Ms Dunmo. Pretty soon the carbon
footprint of data processing centres will outstrip85 the entire aviation industry.
Instead of blockading the airport you’d be better off throwing your phone
away.
TIGGY: (Whispers to Theo) One all!
LIANA: That’s a typical distraction technique86 . Don’t do this, because this is
worse. That argument just ends up with nobody ever doing anything.
CREON: There is no point in doing something, unless you can be sure it
genuinely has the outcome you claim for it. Otherwise, if you’ll excuse my
vulgarity, you’re merely pissing in the wind87.
LIANA: If I’m pissing in the wind, then expect to get soaked!
CREON: That sounds like a threat to me.
LIANA: It’s not a threat, it’s a promise.
CREON: It’s unfortunate you’re determined to be confrontational88, when your
energy and determination could be much better applied if you were only
willing to compromise.
LIANA: I despise89 that word.
CREON: Then I’m sorry for you, because it’s a very useful and practical word. It
helps heal wounds, and solve problems.
LIANA: It’s a word for you and your cronies90 to hide behind. It disgusts me91.
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You can justify anything you like with it. Just compromise a bit, and we can
all just carry on the way we have been. Just compromise, and everything will
be fine. It’s a lie. You and your generation have used it to betray92 us, to tie us
up in knots, to make us think that there’s nothing we can do to fight back.
You steal our power, you stifle93 our voices, and you bleed this planet dry, and
you pretend that it’s all in our best interest. You pretend we’re too young and
too naïve to understand, that the science is exaggerated, that the disasters are
just part of the natural cycle, that it’s much, too difficult to change things.
And why? Because you don’t really want them to change. You want to keep
control. You’re frightened, but not for the future of this planet. No, you’re
frightened of us. You’re like the story of the little Dutch boy with his finger
in the dyke, too scared to step aside in case the whole thing comes crashing
down. Let me tell you right now so that it’s crystal clear. We will never
compromise. We will fight, because it’s the only thing we can do. And we
will win!
THEO: (Under his breath) Wow!
Tiggy breathes out, it is clear that the speech has affected her too.
CREON: Thanks for the lecture. It’s always easier to deliver a monologue than to
enter into a dialogue. I’m sure most dictators would admire your rhetoric, but
it’s a bit rich for my taste. (A notification sounds on Creon’s phone.) Excuse
me a moment.
He looks at his phone. He gasps94 in shock and then tries to cover his reaction.
TIGGY: What is it? Is something wrong?
CREON: No. It’s nothing…I….I’m afraid I’m going to have to cut this meeting
short.
Liana is also looking at her phone.
LIANA: Oh my God!
THEO: What? What is going on?
LIANA: There’s been a massive leak. The oil pipeline…. Into the Delta.
Thousands of gallons of crude oil.
THEO: The Delta? Where?!
LIANA: I don’t…
THEO: Where for Christ’s sake?!
CREON: Freeport.
Theo grabs Liana’s phone and looks at the breaking news online.
THEO: No! Oh my God! Oh my God!
TIGGY: What is it Theo?
THEO: That’s where my grandfather lives. I’ve got to get there.
CREON: You can’t get there. I’m closing the whole area.
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TIGGY: Uncle Creon?
CREON: (On the phone) Hi, Jenna. Get the chopper95 and an evac96 team
prepped97 as fast as possible.
THEO: What do you mean closing it?
CREON: We have to send rescue parties in immediately, with the right
equipment. We can’t have the exit routes blocked by onlookers.
LIANA: Onlookers? It’s his family!
THEO: I have to help my grandfather. Tiggy, tell him! I have to help my
grandfather!
TIGGY: Please! Can’t you just….
CREON: Look for God’s sake, Tiggy, let me get on with my job. I can’t stand
here arguing. I have to take the company chopper into the Delta right away to
assess98 the damage, and get that bloody pipeline fixed.
LIANA: That’s your priority? Fix the pipeline?
CREON: And evacuate any casualties99 obviously.
THEO: I’m coming with you.
CREON: No. You can’t.
THEO: (Grabbing him) You’re taking me with you!
CREON: (Pushing him away) Get off me! I haven’t got time for this nonsense.
Tiggy, get these people out of here before I have to call security.
Creon exits. There is a long pause. All of them seem stunned100. Theo has his
head in his hands.
LIANA: Well. You were right after all. Your uncle is all heart.
TIGGY: That’s not fair. You can see he’s upset101. This is a terrible shock for him
too you know.
THEO: He’s upset? He’s upset? My grandfather’s home is destroyed by
thousands of gallons of crude oil, but he’s upset? You know what, Tiggy?
Liana was right, when she said that you were a “greenwasher”. You pretend
to care, but you don’t really give a damn about me, or anybody else, except
your precious uncle and his shitty company!
TIGGY: Theo!
THEO: Come on Liana. Let’s get out of here.
LIANA: There’s a stench102 in this building that’s going to make me vomit if I
have to stay here one minute longer.
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Scene 4
University Campus. (A few days later.)
Tiggy is sitting on a bench. Theo walks past.
TIGGY: Theo!
He ignores her, but she catches him and holds his arm.
I’ve been waiting for you for hours. Please don’t hate me, Theo. I know you
don’t want anything to do with me right now, but I really need to talk to you.
OK? Please? Please!
Theo gradually allows himself to be brought back to the bench. There is silence
for a moment as Tiggy pulls herself together.
I’m so, so sorry about what happened with the pipeline. You have to believe
me. I haven’t been able to sleep for the past few days, worrying about what
might have happened to your grandfather. Is he OK?
THEO: I guess so. He’s alive.
TIGGY: Thank God! Theo, you know I care about what happens to you. You’re
my best friend. Please say you believe me, I can’t bear it if we can’t be
friends anymore. Please?!
Theo sighs, and then nods his head.
THEO: I never could refuse you anything you really wanted.
Tiggy hugs him. He responds and they sit with their arms around one another.
TIGGY: So what’s happening? My uncle has hardly told me anything. He’s out
at the office pretty much 24/7103 at the moment, dealing with things on the
ground. What’s happening to the people in Freetown?
THEO: They’ve lost everything. It’s uninhabitable104.
TIGGY: But they’ll get compensation. Won’t they?
THEO: When?
TIGGY: I don’t know. When the insurance pays out?
THEO: That could be years, and in the meantime, they’ll starve. Fishing is their
livelihood, and their meal ticket too.
TIGGY: My uncle won’t let that happen.
There is a pause. Theo makes up his mind to speak.
THEO: I know how close you are to your uncle, Tiggy. But Liana has a good
reason to hate the Nanrods.
TIGGY: She does? What is it?
THEO: Liana told me that a cousin of hers was seriously injured on a Nanrod oil
rig105 nearly ten years ago. Do you know how much compensation he’s had so
far? (Tiggy shakes her head.) Nothing. Not a cent. He’s in a wheelchair.
Can’t work, can’t care for his family.

TIGGY: Tell her to give me his name, I’ll make sure my uncle deals with it right
away. He probably doesn’t know about it. And I’ll make sure he compensates
all of the people harmed by the leak; your grandfather too.
THEO: Look, Tiggy, I’m sorry, but I know that isn’t going to happen.
TIGGY: (Tearful) It is. I promise it is. I’ll talk to him tonight.
THEO: (Shaking his head) Look at this.
TIGGY: What is it?
THEO: It’s a website. (Tiggy looks at it.) Read it.
Tiggy reads. After a few moments she looks up. She is clearly shocked.
TIGGY: No! This can’t be true!
Scene 5
The Nanrod family home. (Late that night.)
Creon Nanrod enters. He drops his briefcase and throws his jacket over a chair.
He moves to a drinks cabinet and pours himself a whisky. Tiggy enters. She is
wearing a dressing gown.
TIGGY: Was Liana right about me?
CREON: Christ! You gave me a shock. I thought you’d be fast asleep by now.
It’s ten past three in the morning. What are you doing still up?
TIGGY: Couldn’t sleep. Was she right, do you think? Liana?
CREON: About what?
TIGGY: She told me, that I was being used as “greenwashing” for Nanrod. Is
that why you funded “Leaf and Branch”? To make Nanrod look nicer?
Cleaner? A better investment?
CREON: What is this? Eh? What’s this supposed to be about, Tig? I’ve had one
hell of a day and I’m not sure I’m up to cryptic106 puzzles at this time of night.
TIGGY: It’s just, that I’ve been doing a lot of thinking.
CREON: Never a good idea.
TIGGY: And I’ve been wondering.
CREON: Go on.
TIGGY: Well, why would you fund a community programme?
CREON: Why wouldn’t I?
TIGGY: Because it seems that you’ve been doing everything in your power not
to spend money on anything else.
CREON: You’ve lost me107 .
TIGGY: Safety checks, monitoring, repairs and maintenance. Insurance,
compensation payments, that sort of thing.
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CREON: I’m still not with you.
Tiggy shows him her phone.
TIGGY: This website.
He glances at it.
CREON: Is complete and utter crap108. It’s fake news! Tiggy, sweetheart! Really?
Is that what this is about? Is that why you jump out at me at three in the
morning? To challenge me with this garbage109 ? A website, written by a
bunch of people with an axe to grind110 .
TIGGY: So it’s not true?
CREON: No!
TIGGY: Not a word of it?
CREON: No.
TIGGY: You swear?
CREON: (He approaches her, takes her hand and looks directly into her eyes.)
Cross my heart and hope to die111.
Tiggy suddenly loses all her energy.
TIGGY: I’m sorry, Uncle Creon.
He opens his arms and they embrace.
CREON: It’s ok. Let’s forget the whole thing and start again. Do you want some
cookies? Glass of hot milk? Whisky and Soda?
TIGGY: I’m just so confused right now. Theo told me a story about one of
Liana’s relatives, who she said was injured in an accident on the rigs, and
didn’t get compensated. Was she making it up?
CREON: Theo did?
TIGGY: Yeah.
CREON: Hmm. I don’t know about every case, but perhaps he was negligent112,
this relative. It could have been his own fault. In which case, he might not get
the full pay-out. How did the accident happen?
TIGGY: I don’t know.
CREON: There you are then. These things are always more complex than they
appear. I’m afraid there are always going to be people with a grudge113 against
a business as large as ours. You’re old enough to understand how things work
in the real world. After all, one day I’m hoping that you’ll be Nanrod’s CEO.
TIGGY: So how do things work, in the real world?
CREON: Well. You know we’re a family company right?
TIGGY: Uh huh.
CREON: Even so, we still have other shareholders and they expect to earn

dividends114 from our profits. As the CEO, it’s always about finding the right
balance between investment and return.
TIGGY: Meaning?
CREON: The demand for oil is increasing year on year, prices are volatile115, and
environmental regulations get tougher every year. My job is to optimise116
company’s assets117, reduce running costs, and when it’s possible, improve
our environmental footprint118 . Getting the balance right between all three
isn’t always easy. You have to…
TIGGY: (In a flat, neutral, voice) You have to compromise.
CREON: Exactly. You have to compromise.
Tiggy turns without speaking and moves to exit.
CREON: Hey. Are you OK, Tig?
TIGGY: (Beat) Yeah. I’m just tired.
CREON: Sweet dreams. Sleep tight.
TIGGY: Night.
Tiggy exits. Creon watches her depart and then stands alone deep in thought.
Eventually he knocks back his drink and leaves the room.
Scene 6
The Global Warming Alliance Offices. (One month later.)
Liana and Theo are preparing some banners and flyers. Tiggy enters.
LIANA: What are you doing here?
THEO: I invited her, Liana.
LIANA: What the hell for?
THEO: We’ve been talking a lot at uni. You need to hear what she’s got to say.
Please, Liana.
LIANA: Ok. Ok. I’m listening.
Beat.
TIGGY: I want to come on the march.
LIANA: You want to do what?
THEO: She’s crossing the road.
LIANA: Huh?
TIGGY: I want to join you for the climate change protest march on the
government offices next week.
LIANA: Why? Why would Antigone Nanrod want to join a Global Warming
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Alliance march? It doesn’t make sense after everything you’ve said to me in
the past.
TIGGY: I want to say something before I answer that question. You won’t care
about this, but it matters to me. I love my uncle.
LIANA: Bully for you119 . I despise him.
TIGGY: And I don’t like you, at all! In fact, I think you’re petty120 , spiteful121 ,
mean, and insensitive. But I can see Nanrod and the whole oil and gas
industry for what it is now, and I realise that I have to make a stand too. On
your side of the street, or I’m complicit122 .
LIANA: And how did this miraculous transformation take place? Did you fall off
a donkey123 on your way to uni?
THEO: Tiggy’s been spending all her spare time on the net.
TIGGY: Looking at safety records in the oil and gas industry.
LIANA: Not comfortable reading?
THEO: Tell her what you found out, Tig.
TIGGY: In the past ten years roughly the same number of US oil workers died as
were killed in the war in Afghanistan.
LIANA: And here in Trusavia? At Nanrod?
TIGGY: Much worse. But that isn’t really the reason I want to come on the
march.
LIANA: It’s not?
TIGGY: No.
LIANA: So enlighten me. And by the way, I don’t like you either.
TIGGY: I gathered124 that.
THEO: Tiggy.
TIGGY: I took a trip. To the Delta.
THEO: She went to Freetown.
LIANA: Freetown? I thought nobody could get in there. Didn’t your uncle lock it
down tight?
TIGGY: I went in the company chopper with Dan. He’s our Head of Operations.
I told him my uncle said it was ok.
LIANA: And what was it like?
TIGGY: Hell on earth. It’s like a wasteland. Miles and miles of thick black
sludge125 clogging126 the rivers and the fields. It’ll take months, maybe even
years to clean it up. There are hundreds of animals and birds literally covered

from head to foot in oil. And at the moment the only focus of the work is on
fixing the pipeline - nothing else.
LIANA: What did I tell you? So that’s it, is it? A crisis of conscience127. And I’m
supposed to believe you’re on our side now? How do we know you’re not
just spying on us?
THEO: Ok. Enough! Back off, Liana. Enough of this paranoid bullshit128. Tiggy’s
telling the truth. She’s offering to join us on the march. Do you have any idea
what kind of publicity that’s going to generate? Social media will go nuts129 .
Creon Nanrod’s own niece marching against climate change? Get down off
your high horse130 and act like a decent human being for once in your life or
so help me, I’ll go out and get a job in the oil business!
Tiggy and Liana look at Theo open-mouthed. Liana eventually131 cracks a smile
and nods.
LIANA: (to Tiggy) I don’t imagine it’s going to be easy to deal with your uncle
when that march is finished and your face is plastered132 over every news
outlet in the country.
TIGGY: No. But sometimes you have to make the hard choice. However you
feel about it.
Liana puts out her hand. Tiggy hesitates briefly and then slowly puts her hand
out and shakes it.
Scene 7
Transition.
A soundscape133 of a protest march. Chanting turns into the sound of riot police
making a charge and people screaming. This is followed by a series of extracts
from radio and television broadcasts.
VOICES: Several arrests have been made, including the niece of Nanrod
Transnational’s CEO Creon… Super-glued134 herself to the parliament
building and fought with police officers who tried to… A personal
embarrassment135 for the man, who adopted her after the tragic loss… was
forced to bail her out136 of prison at a cost of… A spokesperson for Nanrod
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Transnational said that the Leaf and Branch programme would still continue
despite the…
Scene 8
Trusavia University Campus. (Two weeks later.)
Theo and Tiggy are drinking coffees together.
THEO: So what did your Uncle say when he bailed you out?
TIGGY: Nothing really. He didn’t tell me off or anything. He just looked sad. It
was awful, Theo. I knew it would feel bad. I just didn’t realise how bad.
THEO: Why haven’t you been in to uni?
TIGGY: I’m only allowed back to take my exams. I’m bound over137 by the court
to keep the peace, and I’m not supposed to associate with anybody from the
Global Warming Alliance. Just drinking this coffee with you, could get me
put back in detention138.
THEO: Then we’d better make it a quick one. Super-gluing yourself to the
Parliament railings was awesome139, Tiggy, and knocking that cop’s hat off
right in front of a TV crew… The global response has been amazing, it’s
insane140. Since the video of you outside parliament went viral141 , offers of
help have been flooding in from around the world. We’re all really proud of
you.
TIGGY: Even Liana?
THEO: Even Liana. It’s so like you to push things as far as you can. You were
always an “all or nothing” kind of girl.
TIGGY: You think? I’ve never thought of myself like that.
THEO: Who was it that made us climb right out on the limb142 of that old Banyan
Tree outside your old house?
TIGGY: And who fell off it, and got me into a heap of trouble?
THEO: Your mother would be proud of you.
TIGGY: I hope so.
THEO: You know she would. She cared about the world. If she was alive now
she’d be supporting you.
TIGGY: How do you know that?
THEO: My mother still talks about her sometimes. Your mum was committed to
making the world a better place, like you.

TIGGY: You always see me through rose tinted143 glasses, Theo.
THEO: Anyway, you’ve done your bit now. You don’t have to get involved in
any more direct action if you don’t want to.
TIGGY: I didn’t say that.
THEO: You said you were feeling bad about what you’d done.
TIGGY: Not about what I’ve done. Just the effect it had on someone I love.
When I was on that march, surrounded by hundreds of people inspired by one
goal, one simple objective144, it struck me, that human potential is astonishing.
Yes, human beings have screwed things up145 and left the planet on the brink
of destruction. But if our generation can just stand together, side by side, and
hand in hand, and demand change, then solutions can be found. We can save
the planet - together. It’s not good enough to tinker146 around the edges. There
are too many powerful vested interests. We have to break the system first.
THEO: You’ve been listening to Liana!
TIGGY: I still can’t stand her, but she’s right. This isn’t a time for compromise.
Theo puts his hand on hers.
THEO: Are you sure? You’ve got a lot to lose, siding with us, Tiggy.
TIGGY: We’ve all got a lot to lose if I don’t.
THEO: I don’t want to see you get hurt. (Beat) I care about you, I always have.
TIGGY: I know that… I care about you too.
There is a moment between them. It is broken by Theo’s phone ringing. He
answers it.
THEO: Hi. Yeah, I’m with her now. What? Oh, uh huh, OK. Yeah. I’ll tell her.
TIGGY: Who was that?
THEO: Three guesses.
TIGGY: Liana has proof from a whistle-blower147, that that your uncle isn’t going
to try to clean-up the Delta.
TIGGY: What? Why not?
THEO: He’s going to pay a bribe to the Ministry of Energy instead, because it’ll
be cheaper.
TIGGY: Leaving the Delta covered in poison, and your grandfather without a
home. (Theo nods. They look at one another.) What does she want us to do
about it?
Beat
THEO: Something bigger and more extreme.
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Scene 9
Outside the Nanrod Transnational Building.
JOURNALIST: This morning’s breaking news story is, that masked148 climate
change activists entered the Nanrod Transnational oil refinery early this
morning, and caused serious damage to equipment used to remove sulphur
from crude oil, which will severely impact on149 the production of petroleum.
This is going to have a major effect on fuel prices here in Trusavia and there
have already been reports of panic buying. Nanrod Transnational have
issued150 a statement revealing that a security guard was seriously injured
during the attack on the plant. The perpetrators151 are understood to have had
inside support in gaining access to the refinery, as a company security keycard was used to enter the premises152 . Police report that they have made an
arrest, but they are not releasing153 the name of the suspect at this point in
time. And now, back to the newsroom.
Scene 10
Central Penitentiary154, Trusavia.
Antigone is wearing an orange prison jump suit. She is sitting on a bench with
her head in her hands. A Soldier enters and looks around the room. He exits and
after a few moments Creon Nanrod is shown into the cell.
CREON: How are you? Are you OK? (Tiggy nods.) They haven’t hurt you?
(She shakes her head.) Well, that’s something at least. You know it’s really
serious this time, don’t you? They’re not just going to let me pay bail and pull
you out of here.
TIGGY: No. After all this is the Ministry of Justice, not the Ministry of Energy.
CREON: Tiggy. Why did you do it?
Beat.
TIGGY: Because it needed to be done.
CREON: Stealing my access card and letting them into the refinery? (Tiggy
nods.) Well, your friends did an efficient job. Oil production will be halved
this month. A lot of Trusavian businesses will go bust155 , families won’t be
able to get to work, or kids to school. Some people won’t be able to cook

their food, heat their water, or warm their homes. As for us? Yes, it’ll cost us
money and give us a headache for a few weeks but it’s not going to make the
smallest bit of difference to the global output of CO2156 . So, was it worth it do
you think?
TIGGY: If it inspires other people to resist157, then yes.
CREON: Resist what? Me? Your family? The people who care about you?
TIGGY: No, not you. I know you won’t believe me Uncle Creon, but I love you.
Honestly I do.
CREON: You’ve got a strange way of showing it.
TIGGY: I told you, it’s not about you. It’s about what you represent.
CREON: Which is?
TIGGY: Do you remember the story of the lazy Bollworm?
CREON: From the Sedbe people? You used to love that book of stories.
TIGGY: Mum used to read it to me when I was really little.
CREON: And?
TIGGY: What did the lazy Bollworm do?
CREON: I can’t remember.
TIGGY: The lazy Bollworm loved eating leaves. It persuaded its brothers and
sisters, that life was better on the ground, munching away at158 the plants in
the fields, and that it was too much trouble to waste time making a cocoon159 .
It told them, they would die if they left their home in the field. But then the
farmer came and cut the crop down. He burned the stubble160 and almost all
the Bollworms were killed. But one little Bollworm managed to escape. She
was curious about the world, and didn’t listen to the lazy Bollworm when he
tried to make them all stay put161 . She had slowly climbed all the way up the
tallest tree in the forest. That was, where she was, when the farmer came, that
was, where she built herself a cocoon, and one week later, that was where she
emerged, as a beautiful butterfly.
CREON: A very pretty metaphor. So, I’m a lazy Bollworm crawling on the
ground and you and your friends are beautiful butterflies soaring162 above our
heads. Delightful. I suppose Michael Djembe was a worm too?
TIGGY: Who?
CREON: The guard from the refinery. The guard who’s in hospital, in a coma!
TIGGY: That was an accident, that wasn’t supposed to happen.
CREON: He has a wife and two children.
TIGGY: I’m really sorry he got hurt.
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CREON: Tell that to his wife and kids. But it goes with the territory doesn’t it?
Isn’t that the dirty little secret do-gooders163 don’t like to mention? All protest
movements end up hurting people, it’s just a question of when.
TIGGY: That’s not true.
CREON: Isn’t it? Answer me this then – what’s more important than saving the
planet?
TIGGY: (Shaking her head) You’re just trying to trick me. I’m not falling for it.
CREON: I’m just following the logic of the argument. If nothing is more
important than saving the planet, it doesn’t matter what you do, or who gets
hurt along the way. The end will always justify the means. No matter what.
That’s how nice, well-meaning activists turn into terrorists.
TIGGY: We’re not terrorists, that’s ridiculous.
CREON: Wake up! For Christ’s sake, Tiggy! What do you think they are going
to charge you with? Shoplifting?! You were involved in damaging a major
piece of our national infrastructure and trashing164 the Trusavian economy.
The Trusavian Dollar has dive-bombed165 and the stock market has
plummeted166. International investors will be lining up to pull their money out
before they lose it all. They lock you up and throw away the key for this stuff.
If you have to face these charges in court, then you won’t get out of here until
you’re an old woman. Is that the future you want? No life, no husband, no
kids, no future. All thrown away. And all because you had to make some
pointless stand; against what? Bollworms? I hope that thought comforts you
for the next forty years.
Long pause as Tiggy takes this in.
TIGGY: I’ll get life?
Creon nods. Tiggy holds herself together for a few moments, but then begins to
cry. Creon steps towards her. She is reluctant at first, but then allows him to
embrace her.
CREON: Shhh! It’s all right. Listen, there’s a way out. I spoke with the
President this morning. They haven’t released your name to the press yet. We
can make this all go away if you want it to.
TIGGY: How?
CREON: You just have to tell the authorities the names of the other people
involved in the attack.
TIGGY: What?
CREON: I can already guess who they were, but the police can’t move without
proof. CCTV167 is useless, because of the masks you all wore. How did they

manage to catch you when the alarm was triggered168 ?
TIGGY: I tripped169 on the stair and twisted my ankle. I couldn’t run fast enough.
CREON: And your friends just left you?
TIGGY: I was keeping watch, we weren’t all together. So, I’m the only person
who’s been arrested?
CREON: I thought you knew that?
TIGGY: No, how could I?
CREON: So. How about it? Do you want me to take you out of here?
TIGGY: Of course I do.
CREON: Ok. Good girl. I’ll call the guard.
TIGGY: But not like that. Not that way.
CREON: What do you mean?
TIGGY: If you think I could betray my friends…
CREON: Liana Dunmo? Your friend?
TIGGY: (Forcefully) If you think I could betray my friends to save myself, then
you really don’t know me at all.
CREON: Tiggy...
TIGGY: You’re the one who always told me how important it was to take
responsibility for my actions.
CREON: Yes, but…
TIGGY: Well, now I am. How do you think I could live with myself if I knew
that I’d thrown everyone else to the wolves? What sort of person would that
make me?
CREON: It would make you a pragmatist170 . Look, sooner or later we’ll find the
evidence we need to convict the others, and then you’ll simply have rotted in
a cell for nothing. Can’t you see that? It’s just a stupid, futile171 gesture.
TIGGY: It won’t be for nothing and it won’t be futile. Can’t you see that? The
longer I rot in a cell, the longer the Climate Change movement will have
something to campaign about172 on Twitter and the more attention the cause
will get.
CREON: Is that what you want? To be a martyr? A social media martyr?
TIGGY: No. I don’t. What I want is for none of this to be necessary. What I want
is for all of us crawling around on the ground to be able to transform and to
take wing173 . But if that can’t happen without a fight, then yes I want to force
things to change. You asked me what I’m against. I’ll tell you. I’m against
stagnation, I’m against inaction, I’m against the status quo, because in the end
I guess there is something more important than family, something more
168
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important than friendship, something more important than freedom. There’s
the future of life on earth.
CREON: Give the Earth another 250 million years after us humans are finally all
gone, and I imagine some other species might emerge and dominate the
world. We’re the last of the dinosaurs.
TIGGY: Your generation can say that because you’ve had your life. But what
about mine? What about the one after us? What’s left for them?
The Soldier enters the cell. He crosses to Creon and whispers in his ear. The
news is shocking and Creon almost collapses on hearing it.
CREON: No! Dear God!
TIGGY: What is it?
CREON: You’re going to get your wish after all.
TIGGY: What do you mean?
CREON: The guard from the plant…He died.
TIGGY: Oh my God! He can’t have! Oh my God! That’s awful.
CREON: That’s not the worst of it. The Ministry of Justice…they’re going to ask
the court for the death penalty.
TIGGY: (Collapsing to the ground) No!
CREON: Quickly Tiggy! You have to give me those names. You have to help
the investigation. If you don’t then there’s nothing I can do to save you.
They’ll make an example of you.
TIGGY: No. I can’t! Is there nothing else you can do?
CREON: No! Nothing! For God’s sake, Antigone! This is it. Don’t you
understand? This is your last chance!
The Soldier starts to tug Creon by the arm. He wants him to leave.
TIGGY: (Resigned) No.
CREON: Please! Tiggy! Tiggy! Tell me! Just tell me their names!
TIGGY: (To the Soldier) Take him out of here. We’ve finished talking.
CREON: Tiggy! Please! Antigone!
Tiggy shakes her head and refuses to speak or to look at him. He gradually
accepts that she is not going to engage with him any further. The Soldier leads
Creon from the cell. Tiggy eventually manages to stand. She walks forward
slowly and faces the audience.
TIGGY: The clock is ticking. I can hear it counting down the hours, the minutes
and the seconds. The sound is the cracking of ice. It’s the wind blowing
across a desert. It’s the sound of a river drying up. It’s the sound of death. I
know it could still be stopped. All it would take is a word, an action.
The End
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MAN OF DESTINY by George Bernard Shaw
THE HAPPY JOURNEY by Thornton Wilder
VILLAGE WOOING by George Bernard Shaw
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST by Oscar Wilde
THE GLASS MENAGERIE by Tennessee Williams
MAN OF DESTINY by George Bernard Shaw
LOVERS by Brian Friel
AN INSPECTOR CALLS by J. B. Priestley
THE HAPPY JOURNEY by Thornton Wilder
OF LOVERS AND FOOLS, scenes from Shakespeare as arranged by Manfred Vogel
A SLIGHT ACCIDENT by James Saunders
LOOK BACK IN ANGER by John Osborne
THE HAPPY JOURNEY by Thornton Wilder
ARMS AND THE MAN by George Bernard Shaw
FAMILY ALBUM by David Newby
AN INSPECTOR CALLS by J. B. Priestley
THE CANTERVILLE GHOST by Nicholas Allen, based on the story by Oscar Wilde
ALL MY SONS by Arthur Miller
THE HAPPY JOURNEY by Thornton Wilder
MAN OF DESTINY by George Bernard Shaw
FAMILY ALBUM by David Newby
RELATIVELY SPEAKING by Alan Ayckbourn
THE CANTERVILLE GHOST by Nicholas Allen, based on the story by Oscar Wilde
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS by Robert Bolt
ROBIN HOOD by Nicholas Allen. An entertainment with music
LOVERS by Brian Friel
THE HAPPY JOURNEY by Thornton Wilder
KING ARTHUR by Nicholas Allen. An entertainment with music
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST by Oscar Wilde
THE CANTERVILLE GHOST by Nicholas Allen, based on the story by Oscar Wilde
THE GLASS MENAGERIE by Tennessee Williams
SONGS AND DREAMS by Nicholas Allen
SAME TIME, NEXT YEAR by Bernard Slade
DICK WHITTINGTON AND HIS CAT by Sean Aita
LOOK BACK IN ANGER by John Osborne
THE WIDOW'S DIAMONDS by Nicholas Allen
THE PRIVATE EAR by Peter Schaffer
ROBIN HOOD by Nicholas Allen. An entertainment with music
IN PRAISE OF LOVE by Terence Rattigan
THE HAPPY JOURNEY by Thornton Wilder
DANGEROUS OBSESSION by N. F. Crisp
RICHARD THE LIONHEART by Nicholas Allen
THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH by Sean Aita
THE ZOO STORY by Edward Albee
SONGS AND DREAMS by Nicholas Allen
STAGE BY STAGE by Jennie Graham
I OUGHT TO BE IN PICTURES by Neil Simon
TREASURE ISLAND by Sean Aita
SHERLOCK HOLMES INVESTIGATES by Ingrid Statman
RELATIVELY SPEAKING by Alan Ayckbourn
FAMILY ALBUM by David Newby
FREDDY AND THE CLOVEN HOOF by Adam Bridges
LOVERS by Brian Friel
THE CANTERVILLE GHOST by Nicholas Allen
DRACULA by Sean Aita
MY CHILDREN! MY AFRICA! by Athol Fugard
CRUSOE by Nicholas Allen, based on the novel by Daniel Defoe
LOVE HURTS by Sean Aita
THE GLASS MENAGERIE by Tennessee Williams
HUCKLEBERRY FINN by Sean Aita
SUGAR AND SPICE by Philip Dart
ALL MY SONS by Arthur Miller
THE SWORD AND THE CROWN by Sean Aita
BOTTLING OUT by Philip Dart
BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE by Leonard Gershe
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BANANAS by Sean Aita and Nicholas Allen
DANCE CLASS by Clive Duncan
THE BROWNING VERSION by Terence Rattigan
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS by Sean Aita
MILLENNIUM by Sean Aita
BLUE GIRL by Deborah Aita
HOTMAIL FROM HELSINKI by Judy Upton
ROMY AND JULIAN by Clive Duncan
THE LAST YANKEE by Arthur Miller
A PERFECT MATCH by Sean Aita
A DOG’S LIFE by Sean Aita
DANGEROUS OBSESSION by N.J Crisp
STREETS OF LONDON by Sean Aita
WILD WEEKEND by Clive Duncan
BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE by Leonard Gershe
THE CANTERVILLE GHOST adapted from Oscar Wilde by Clive Duncan
SUGAR AND SPICE by Philip Dart
MACBETH adapted from Shakespeare by Clive Duncan
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS by Sean Aita
ROMY & JULIAN by Clive Duncan
THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND a Woody Guthrie Folk Musicale devised
by David M. Lutken
REVOLTING BRITONS by Clive Duncan
DANCE CLASS by Clive Duncan
LOOK BACK IN ANGER by John Osborne
VIRTUAL HEROES by Clive Duncan
WILD WEEKEND by Clive Duncan
PITCH BLACK by Clive Duncan
PERFECT MATCH by Sean Aita
LITTLE GIRL LIES by Claudia Leaf
VIRGINS by John Retallack
FAME GAME by Philip Dart
SACRIFICE by Claudia Leaf
MACBETH by William Shakespeare adapted by Clive Duncan
ROB AND THE HOODIES by Sean Aita
ROMY & JULIAN by Clive Duncan
BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE by Leonard Gershe
THE SWITCH by Philip Dart
DISCONNECTED by Adam Barnard
PITCH BLACK by Clive Duncan
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS by Sean Aita
JEKYLL’S POTION by James Cawood
A PICTURE by Clive Duncan
VIRTUAL HEROES by Clive Duncan
POPULAR by Philip Dart
PRETTY SHREWD by Clive Duncan
SPOOKED! by Sean Aita
DANCE CLASS by Clive Duncan
THE MAKEOVER by Clive Duncan
THE FAME GAME by Philip Dart
UNDERCOVER STAR by Robin Kingsland
VIRGINS by John Retallack
ROB AND THE HOODIES by Sean Aita
THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES by David Taylor
MACBETH adapted from W. Shakespeare by Clive Duncan
A FAMILY AFFAIR by Sean Aita
ROMY & JULIAN by Clive Duncan
THE VISIT by Philip Dart
THE LITTLE PRINCE by Sean Aita, freely adapted from Saint-Exupéry
WILD WEEKEND by Clive Duncan
HAMLET by Clive Duncan, freely adapted from Shakespeare
SPOOKED! by Sean Aita
WEB OF LIES by Sean Aita
PRETTY SHREWD by Clive Duncan
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